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Several years ago the author, cardiologist Thomas E. Levy, MD, JD was asked to aid Hal Huggins, DDS, with
a number of Dr. Huggins' Because of this, his interest in supplement C was significantly aroused and he
started a search through all of the medical literature for just about any research concerning this
supplement therapy and the miraculous outcomes he had witnessed time and time again. Each of the
sufferers was quite ill and certainly battling with a number of very serious medical ailments. Ahead of
sedating each patient Dr. Huggins asked Dr. Levy had by no means performed or also heard about such a
practice, but was greatly impressed as each patient left the dental office markedly improved — Dramatically
increase bio-availability (up to 800% or even more) without upping your dose size. Levy to manage a
particular protocol of supplement C. many had been asymptomatic. dental patients. Avoid gastric irritation,
the diarrhea, and elevated urination that prove most of your large dosages of vitamin C are headed for the
sewer. Most of them reported similarly dramatic results with a myriad of diseases and additional difficult
medical conditions. Dr. Boost your disease fighting capability and energy to optimum amounts. And much, a
lot more. Because this book was written specifically for his medical co-workers, Dr. Levy provides taken
great care to research, document, and statement the vital truths about vitamin C — he cites over 1,200

scientific references. Curing the Incurable provides the information you should most effectively make use
of vitamin C to: Prevent, cure, reverse and/or greatly improve an enormous list of health issues. Cut your
mortality risk (from all causes) by as much as 50%. Levy understood that this was information that his
colleagues needed. Optimize blood and intracellular degrees of supplement C. Dr. He quickly discovered the
medical journals had been filled with a large number of studies and content articles about vitamin C.
Therefore, he was compelled to invest the next four years researching and composing Curing the
Incurable.
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skeptic turned believer Dr. Thank you Dr. Regardless of the compelling study, I found myself being skeptical
about the energy of vitamin C--that is definitely, until I put myself on a 6-week (and working) regimen of
10,000 mg daily of supplement C complex--without any ill unwanted effects. The outcomes have been
astounding: 1) My prostate health has been restored.. His responses on "toxic" root canals had been proved
to be false about 60 years ago and his mentor Dr Hal Huggins was disbarred from dentistry by the
Colorado Dental Board. 4) My panic level provides fallen sharply. Dr. Levy's publication and his lectures on
YouTube provide a wealth of details. If you or somebody you care about is suffering from a chronic or
acute disease, and if regular medicine has failed (or if you like alternative medicine in the first place!), you
borrowed from it to yourself to read and study this book cautiously, and do further analysis on vitamin C,
particularly liposome-encapsulated supplement C. Wow! Levy did an amazing job of distilling many decades of
research on vitamin C. I'm disable one who is taking many many medication. Today one caution. I today
keep both substances readily available for the family members. Levy tells the story of two males playing
hide and go seek in a cornfield, who were sprayed with a robust pesticide, parathion. One boy was taken up
to the neighborhood ER and passed on. I relapsed a little the next day therefore i again took mega dosages
of these products. This book files the uses of large-dose Supplement C therapy upon disease and poisoning.
Explosively informative in the event that you haven't been subjected to this information before. OK but his

new book is better. 2) My chronic skin condition (pimples/folliculitis) has improved by 75% in six
weeks--after 30 years of taking an array of antibiotics and other traditional drugs such as Accutane, and
of using several topical solutions... A must-have reserve in the library of anyone studying nutrition. I didn't
read the publication in its entirety because of having browse the other book first, but this is a good
reference book if you just want to research a specific disease and the outcomes obtained with high dosage
IV Supplement C therapy. This may change all you know about healing Please read this publication! I have
utilized ascorbic acid (AKA vitamin C) for years as well as the whole food Cataplex C from Standard
Process (which is a real/whole vitamin C complex). I've heard Linus Pauling lecture on ascorbic acid and its
value. The missing piece that book fills in, nevertheless, may be the vital information on what much to use!
I hope that you experience profound results like I've! I experienced the flu and a bacterial infection in my
own lungs when I started reading the reserve. I ordered Lypo-Spheric Vitamin C from Amazon and got it
the next day. The day before -- when I ordered it -- I could not even keep one sip of water down. Thank
you. As quickly as I came across my bowel tolerance for both the ascorbic acid powder and the Lypo-
Spheric C, my disease was gone. I mean it was like a light change had been turned on. Dr Levy became
involved with LivOn Labs Lypo-Spheric Vitamin C well after he had written the sooner editions of this book.
The Little-Known Secrets of Vitamin C "Healing the Incurable" is one of the most greatly referenced
books in health, mostly references of medical journal papers. Once I experienced well I knew i had to keep
taking the Lypo-Spheric but I didn't. The other was taken up to a practitioner of Vitamin C therapy and
was injected intravenously with 100,000mg of Vitamin C, and went house for supper. and continuing to
take them at low amounts for the next few days without relapse. Dr.Therefore the lesson is that right
now there isa tipping point where some vitamin C is helpful, but where the right amount cures..
Fundamentally anything viral, many bacterial infections, toxins, poisonings, and more. There are numerous
case histories included. The surprising great things about Vitamin C This book gives a fantastic overview of
the literature where doctors and researchers describe the usage of vitamin C to take care of numerous
infectious diseases and toxins, something the mainstream medical and media communities don’t want you to
learn. In this latest edition of the publication, Dr Levy introduces Lypo-Spheric Vitamin C by the end of the

publication and touts that it's more efficacious than IV C (with some reservations). Five Stars A must
read. I went from exhausted, fragile and achy to well. The story is online. A must-have book in the library
of anyone learning about .. go through this. Levy! I understand it is not best for me and this publication is
helping me to lower on some medicine. Using Supplement C making me already stronger. The next day,



however, I could. Awesome Great information! Disappointing Hate the way Levy is often pushing liposomal
vitamin C and will nto mention he's getting paid by a liposomal compnay. 3) My irritable bowel
syndrome--probably the consequence of years of acquiring antibiotics--has not really bothered me in a single
month. Scientific approach to the advantages of Vitamin C Good go through but more as a reference for
all your different illnesses Vitamin C has been shown to advantage. I was looking for a book with a bit
more information on how to Vitamin C specifically for Epstein Barr and Chrinic Exhaustion. Anyway, worth
the go through because it’s filled with case studies that showed success with Vitamin C treatments. By
the finish of the publication you’ll be pissed these details isn’t common knowledge or suggested by most
doctors. Vitamin C..Another facet of the book that's extremely important is definitely what vitamin C may
be used for. the medical community’s best kept secret. Interested in the reality about your wellbeing?.
can't wait to delve in.. I personally take a big dose of the pills when I simply don't feel right. Well
researched and provided. Dr.. Easy to read and transformative for the uninitiated. I loved his other books
aswell. I know it isn't good for me which publication is helping me to .. Levy is an accomplished writer with a
'true' Doctor's desire to have the truth. I read his latest publication 'Primal Panacea' first and this book
was more research oriented and disease-specific than his newest publication. Perfectly researched and filled
with life-changing info. I have been on high does vitamin C for the last several months and doing perfectly.

For example, 5 g Lypo-Spheric is equivalent to 100 g IV vitamin C and 10 g Lypo equal to 250 g IV C. Five
Stars Content with the skimming &. When the writer wrote the reserve, the principle means of getting
stellar outcomes was to make use of intravenous (IV) and venous injected vitamin C along with oral vitamin
C powders.
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